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1. INTRODUCTION 
Following Fossum (9, p. 8 11, we define an integral domain R to be locally 
factorial if R, = R [ l/f] is factorial for each nonzero nonunit f E R. For 
example, any factorial integral domain or one-dimensional quasilocal 
integral domain is locally factorial. We show that a locally factorial integral 
domain R which is not quasilocal is a Krull domain, and R, is factorial for 
each maximal ideal M of R. We will be mainly interested in locally factorial 
Krull domains. In this case we can relate divisibility properties of R to 
group-theoretic properties of Cl(R), its divisor class group. 
The first examples of Dedekind domains which are locally factorial (PID), 
but not factorial (PID), are due to Claborn [6]. We know of no locally 
factorial Krull domains which are neither factorial nor Dedekind domains. 
Most of our results will be stated for arbitrary locally factorial Krull 
domains and subintersections of Krull domains. However, major emphasis 
will be towards Dedekind domains. In this case a factorial overring is just a 
PID, and each overring is a subintersection. 
In Section 2, we prove several basic results about locally factorial integral 
domains and give several examples of locally factorial Krull domains. 
Claborn’s examples actually satisfy the stronger property that each proper 
overring of R is factorial (PID). In Section 3, we study those Krull domains 
each of whose proper overrings is factorial. Such an integral domain which is 
not quasilocal is necessarily a Dedekind domain with cyclic divisor class 
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group. We also give an example of a locally factorial Dedekind domain 
which has an overring which is not locally factorial. 
The divisor class group of a locally factorial Krull domain is investigated 
in Section 4. We first show that the divisor class group of a locally factorial 
Krull domain R is finitely generated; in fact, Cl(R) = Z” @ Z/mZ for some 
n 2 0, m 2 1. Conversely, we show that any such abelian group is the divisor 
class group of a locally factorial Dedekind domain. 
In Section 5, we investigate when a Krull domain R has subintersections 
which are locally factorial and not factorial. We show that if Cl(R) is finitely 
generated and nonzero, then some localization of R is locally factorial and 
not factorial. Thus locally factorial integral domains occur rather frequently. 
On the other hand, if Cl(R) is divisible, then no subintersection of R can be 
locally factorial and not factorial. The rest of Section 5 is concerned about 
what happens between these two extreme cases. 
In our final section, we study quasilocal locally factorial integral domains. 
We first give several equivalent conditions for such an integral domain to be 
a Krull domain. We then give examples of quasilocal locally factorial 
integral domains of any dimension which are not Krull domains and which 
may be either noetherian or integrally closed, but not both. 
Throughout, R denotes an integral domain with Jacobson ‘radical J(R), 
group of units U(R), and quotient field K. An overring of R is a ring between 
R and its quotient field, and dimension always means Krull dimension. We 
will denote R : I by I-‘, and (1-r))’ by I,,. We say that I is a divisorial or 
v-ideal if I, = I. The class of a height-one prime P in Cl(R) will be denoted 
by [PI, and the homomorphic image of an element x of a group G will be 
denoted by X. All groups G will be abelian groups, and for Xc G, (X) will 
be the subgroup of G generated by X. Any unexplained material is standard, 
as in [9] or [I 11. 
2. LOCALLY FACTORIAL INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
An integral domain R is locally factorial if R, is factorial for each nonzero 
nonunit f E R. Thus R is locally factorial if and only if each proper 
localization R, of R is factorial. We first show that a locally factorial 
integral domain which is not quasilocal is a Krull domain. For the most 
part, we will be interested in locally factorial Krull domains. We will be 
interested in how group-theoretic properties of Cl(R), the divisor class group 
of R, relate to R being locally factorial. In Section 6, we will investigate 
quasilocal locally factorial integral domains. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be an integral domain with nonzero f, ,...,f, E R. 
Then R = R,, n . . . n Rfn if and only if (f, ,..., f,), = R. 
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Proof: (3) Let z E (f, ,...,&-‘. Then zRfi c Rfi for each 1 I i I n; SO 
zERf,n . . . n R,” = R. Hence (f, ,..., f,)- ’ = R, and thus (f, , . . . . f,), = R. 
(-e=) Let x E R,, n e-e n R,. Then for some s 2 1, (f, ,..., f,)” c R : (X). 
Hence R = ((fl ,..., f,),)” c ((f, ,..., f,)“), c R : (x). Thus X E R. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. If (f, ,..., f,) = R, then R = R,, n -.a n Rfn 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a locally factorial integral domain which is not 
quasilocal. Then R is a Krull domain. Moreover, such an R is the inter- 
section of two factorial domains. 
Proof If R is not quasilocal, then R = (f, g) for some nonzero nonunits 
f, g E R. By Corollary 2.2, R = R,n R, is the intersection of two factorial 
domains. Hence R is a Krull domain since a finite intersection of Krull 
domains is a Krull domain. 1 
Let R be a locally factorial integral domain which is not quasilocal. Then 
R is a Krull domain and R, is factorial for each maximal ideal M of R. 
Thus R is a n-domain [ 1, Theorem 11. However, a Krull domain R may 
have R,,, factorial for each maximal ideal M, but yet not be locally factorial. 
For example, choose R to be any Dedekind domain whose divisor class 
group is not finitely generated (cf. Proposition 4.1). Also, a Krull domain R 
is a n-domain if and only if Cl(R) = Pit(R), i.e., if and only if each divisorial 
ideal of R is invertible [ 1, Theorem 11. Thus in a locally factorial integral 
domain R which is not quasilocal, each divisorial ideal is invertible. In fact, 
we next show that each invertible ideal of R can be generated by two 
elements. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a locally factorial integral domain which is 
not quasilocal and I an invertible ideal of R. Then I can be generated by two 
elements. Moreover, tf f E qJ(R), then there is an i E I such that (f, i) = I. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, R = (f, g) for some nonzero 
nonunits f, g E R. Since R is locally factorial, If = (i)r and I, = (j), for some 
i,jEI. Let J=(i,j). Then I,=J,and I,=J,, so I=J. If f EI\J(R), then 
g = 1 - rf is not a unit for some r E R. Thus (f, g) = R and If = R,, = (f )r. 
Since I, = (i), for some i E I, as above, we then have that I = (f, i). 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a locally factorial integral domain and I an 
invertible ideal of R with I&J(R). Then I/I2 is principal. 
Proof Since I Ct J(R), also I2 a? J(R). Choose f E I’\J(R). Then 
I = (f, i) for some i E I. Hence i + I2 generates I/I’. 1 
Remark 2.6. (a) As mentioned earlier, we do not know of any locally 
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factorial Krull domains which are not Dedekind domains or factorial. 
Proposition 2.4 is well known for Dedekind domains. 
(b) All we really need in Proposition 2.4 is that Pic(R,) = 0 for each 
nonzero nonunit f E R. 
Let R be a Krull domain, and let X be the set of height-one prime ideals of 
R. For YcX, R,,=fl rEyRp is also a Krull domain, and is called a subin- 
ret-section of R. For future reference, we include Nagata’s Theorem [9, 
Theorem 7.11 which relates Cl(R) to Cl(R,). 
THEOREM 2.7. (Nagata’s Theorem). Let R be a Krull domain and R, 
a subintersection of R. Then the natural homomorphism 4: Cl(R) -+ Cl(R,) is 
subjective and ker 4 is generated by {[PI 1 P E WY}. 
Recall that each localization R, is a subintersection; in fact, Rs = R,, 
where Y = (P 1 Pn S = $} [9, Proposition 1.81. Thus ker (Cl(R) + Cl(R,)) 
is generated by ( [PI ] P E X and P n S # $}. Each subintersection of a Krull 
domain R is a localization of R if and only if Cl(R) is a torsion group 19, 
Proposition 6.71. Also, each overring of a Dedekind domain R is a subinter- 
section 19, Corollary 6.61. As an immediate corollary of Nagata’s Theorem, 
we have 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a Krull domain and 0 # f E R. 
(1) Cl(R) --t Cl&) is an isomorphism tf and only tff is a unit orf is a 
finite product of principal primes. 
(2) Cl(R)+ Cl(R,) is an isomorphism for some nonzero nonunit 
f E R if and only if R contains a principal prime. 
(3) Cl(R) + Cl(R,) is an isomorphism for all nonzero f E R tf and 
only tf R is factorial. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a locally factorial Krull domain. If R is not 
factorial, then R contains no principal primes. 
Our next proposition gives an easy way to construct Krull domains with 
no principal primes. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let R be a Krull domain and S = { allj?nite products 
of principal primes 1. Then R, is a Krull domain with no principal primes and 
Cl(R) = Cl(R,). 
Proof This follows easily from Nagata’s Theorem. 1 
Remark 2.11. (a) For an arbitrary integral domain R, R may have 
principal primes and R, may also have principal primes. For example: Let R 
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be a two-dimensional valuation domain with value group Z @ Z (ordered 
lexicographically). Then R has prime ideals 0 $G Q $ M, where M = (p) is 
principal and R, is a DVR. Then for S = {p” 1 IZ 2 1 }, R, = R, has principal 
primes. 
(b) If R satisfies the ACC on principal ideals, then R, has no prin- 
cipal primes. More generally, if the set of nonassociated principal primes of 
R satisfies the UF-property (cf. [ 17, p. 390]), then R, has no principal 
primes. 
(c) Laufer [15] h as g iven an example of a two-dimensional integrally 
closed local noetherian domain which has no principal primes. However, in 
many cases each height-two prime ideal in a Krull domain R contains a prin- 
cipal prime (cf. [7, 8, and 131). In such cases, R, is a Dedekind domain. 
(d) One may assume that the Dedekind domains obtained using 
Claborn’s construction (Theorem 3.3) have no principal primes unless they 
are factorial (PID). 
(e) If R is a valuation domain with maximal ideal M = M2, then R 
has no principal primes. 
As another consequence of Nagata’s Theorem, we determine when a Krull 
domain R is locally factorial in terms of generators of its divisor class group. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let R be a Krull domain and f a nonzero nonunit of 
R. Then R, is factorial if and only tf Cl(R) is generated by the set of classes 
of height-one primes of R which contain f: Thus R is locally factorial tf and 
only tf for each nonzero nonunit f E R, Cl(R) is generated by the set of 
classes of height-one primes of R which contain f: 
The first examples of locally factorial Krull domains which are not 
factorial are due to Claborn [6] (cf. also [9, p. 801). He constructed 
Dedekind domains R, with arbitrary cyclic divisor class group, such that R 
is not a PID, but each proper overring of R is a PID. Another such example 
is given in [ 11, Exercise 4, p. 4901. We next show an elementary way to 
construct locally factorial Krull domains which are not factorial. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = Z/p& p a 
prime. Then either R contains a principal prime or R is locally factorial. 
Proof: This follows easily from part (2) of Corollary 2.8 since Z/p?? has 
no proper homomorphic images. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Let R be any Krull domain with Cl(R) = Z/p& p a 
prime, and let S = {all finite products of principal primes}. By Proposition 
2.10, R, is a Krull domain with no principal primes and Cl(R) = Cl(R,) = 
Z/pZ. Thus R, is locally factorial, but not factorial. 
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As a specific example, let R be the Dedekind domain Z [ F] with 
Cl(R) = Z/22. Then R, is a Dedekind domain which is not a PID, but each 
overring of R, is a PID (since Cl(R,) is a torsion group). 
3. KRULL DOMAINS ALL OF WHOSE PROPER 
OVERRINGS ARE FACTORIAL 
As mentioned earlier, Claborn’s examples actually satisfy the stronger 
property that each proper overring of R is factorial. These integral domains 
R may be easily characterized, and if R is not quasilocal, then R is 
necessarily a Dedekind domain. The nonquasilocal case is stated below, 
while the quasilocal case will be handled in Section 6. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be an integral domain which is not quasilocal. 
Then: 
(1) The following three statements are equivalent. 
(a) Each overring of R is a Krull domain. 
(b) Each proper overring of R is a Krull domain. 
(c) R is a Dedekind domain. 
(2) Each overring of R is factorial tf and only tf R is a PID. 
(3) The following three statements are equivalent. 
(a) Each proper overring of R is factorial. 
(b) Each proper overring of R is a PID. 
(c) R is a Dedekind domain with cyclic divisor class group Cl(R) 
which may be generated by the class of any maximal ideal. 
Proof This theorem is Proposition 2.11 of [2]. Several of the 
implications also appear in [ 161. Part (c) of (3) is from [5, Proposition 
4.91. I 
Part (c) of (3) easily generalizes to characterize those locally factorial 
Krull domains R which satisfy the stronger property that each proper subin- 
tersection of R is factorial. If R is a locally factorial Krull domain with 
Cl(R) a torsion group, then each proper subintersection of R is a localization 
of R, and hence is factorial. In this case Cl(R) is cyclic. Note that the locally 
factorial Krull domains constructed in Example 2.14 actually satisfy the 
property that each proper subintersection is factorial. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a Krull domain. Each proper subintersection 
of R is factorial tf and only tf R has cyclic divisior class group C\(R) which 
may be generated by the class of any height-one prime ideal. 
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Proof: This follows easily from Nagata’s Theorem. I 
We close this section with an example of a locally factorial Dedekind 
domain R which has a proper overring which is not factorial (PID). This 
example answers a question of Bouvier [5, Question 9, p. 1171. In fact, our 
example has an overring which is not even locally factorial. 
Our example is based on a theorem of Claborn [6, Theorem 2.11. (A more 
general version is in [9, Theorem 15.181.) For completeness, we state 
Claborn’s theorem and the necessary terminology. Let F = a,“=, Ze, be the 
free abelian group on {e, }F= 1, and let F, be the subset of nonnegative 
elements under the usual product order. A subset P of F, is finitely dense if 
for each finite set n1 ,..., nk of nonnegative integers, there is an f = Caiei E P 
with ai = ni for 1 I i I k. (This is Claborn’s condition (a) in [6].) Also, for 
H a subgroup of F, if P = H, is finitely dense, then (P) = H [ 12, Lemma 
1.31. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Claborn [6, Theorem 2.11). Let F be the free abelian 
group on {e, }z!, and P a finitely dense subset of F, . Then there is a 
Dedekind domain R with nonzero prime ideals {A!,}~!, such that Cl(R) is 
isomorphic to F/(P) under the isomorphism which sends j&l,,] to C,,. 
The above theorem just states that for such an F and P c F,, there is a 
Dedekind domain R with maximal ideals {M,}FZ1 such that the 
isomorphism 4: Div(R) + F given by #(Mi) =-ei also sends Prin(R) onto 
H = (P), and hence induces an isomorphism 4 of Cl(R) = Div(R)/Prin(R) 
onto G = F/H. For f = Ca,e, E F, we define its support to be supp(f) = 
{e, E F ] a, # 0). By Proposition 2.12, the Dedekind domain R is locally 
factorial if and only if (supp(f )) = G for each 0 # f E H,. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let F=@F=,Ze,,K= {C,,,,a,e,IC(- lYan=O}, 
and H = ({e, + 4e,, e, + 6e,}, K). Clearly H, is finitely dense. By Claborn’s 
Theorem there is a Dedekind domain R with maximal ideals {M,}c=, such 
that M, -+ e, induces an isomorphism Cl(R) zz G = F/H. It is easy to check 
that G = L, and that G is generated by e;, for any n > 3, but G is not 
generated by {e,, e;}. Any f E H may be written uniquely as 
f =n(e, + 4e,) +m(e, + 6e,)+ h for n, m E Z and h EK. Thus for 
0 #f E H,, e, E supp(f) for some n > 3; hence R is locally factorial. 
Let R, and R, be the subintersections njtiRM., for i = 1, 2, respectively. 
By Nagata’s Theorem, Cl(R i) = G/(e,) = Z/4?! and Cl(R,) = G/(&) = 
L/6Z. Let T be the subintersection T = ni, ,,*R,,. Then T is an overring of 
both R, and R,, and Cl(T) = G/(e,, e,) = Z/22. The overring R, (or R,) is 
not locally factorial because its overring T is not factorial and T is a 
localization of R, since Cl(R ,) is a torsion group. Note that R, , R,, and T 
are the only proper overrings of R which are not factorial (PIDs). The fact 
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that some overring of R is not factorial also follows from Proposition 3.2 
since neither F, nor FZ generates G. More examples of such Dedekind 
domains may also be obtained using Theorem 4.6. 
4. THE DIVISOR CLASS GROUP OF A LOCALLY FACTORIAL KRULL DOMAIN 
In this section we investigate the divisor class group of a locally factorial 
Krull domain R. We first show that Cl(R) is necessarily finitely generated. 
As mentioned earlier, Claborn showed that any cyclic group can be the 
divisor class group of a locally factorial Dedekind domain. We show that a 
group G can be the divisor class group of a locally factorial Krull domain if 
and only if it is the direct sum of a finitely generated free abelian group and 
a cyclic group. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a Krull domain. Then R, is factorial for 
some nonzero nonunit f E R if and only tf Cl(R) is finitely generated. In 
particular, if R is locally factorial, then Cl(R) is finitely generated. 
Proof: (3) This follows easily from Nagata’s Theorem since each 
0 # f E R is contained in at most a finite number of height-one primes. 
(t) If Cl(R) is finitely generated, then some [P,],..., [P,] generate 
Cl(R). Choose 0 ff E P, n ... n P,,. Then R, is factorial by Nagata’s 
Theorem. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a locally factorial Krull domain. If the class 
of some height-one prime ideal of R has ftnite order in Cl(R), then Cl(R) is 
cyclic. In particular, tf Cl(R) is a torsion group, then it is cyclic. 
Proof Suppose that n[P] = 0 in Cl(R) for some n > 1. Then (P”), = (f) 
for some f E R. Thus P is the unique height-one prime which contains f: 
Since R, is factorial, Cl(R) = ([PI) by Nagata’s Theorem. 1 
Remark 4.3. (a) An alternative proof would be to note that if Cl(R) is 
torsion, then each subintersection of R is a localization. Then quote 
Proposition 3.2. 
(b) Theorem 4.6 will show that a locally factorial Krull domain R 
may have elements of finite order in Cl(R), but no class of height-one primes 
of R has finite order in Cl(R). 
We have already seen that if R is a locally factorial Krull domain, then 
Cl(R) is finitely generated and that if Cl(R) is torsion, then it is cyclic. We 
next show that the torsion subgroup of Cl(R) is always cyclic. But first a 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A = (a, ,..., a,), B = (b, ,..., b,) E Z”, with each ai > 0, 
b, > 0. Then for some 1 < i < n, b,A - aiB has each entry nonnegative. 
Proof. Proof by induction on n; the case n = 1 is trivial. Assume that the 
result is true for all 1 < k < n, but is false for k = n. Then for each 1 < i < n, 
there is an 1 <a(i) < n such that bia,,,., - aibaci, < 0. Thus a(i) # i. The 
sequence 1, a(l), a*(l),... must eventually repeat. If a cycle has length less 
than n, say, ai( I), ait l(l),..., a’+‘(l) = a’(l), where 1 < I < n - 1, then 
(Q~),..., Q+~-~(,)) and (b,i(l),..., b,i+,-,(,)) fail to satisfy the conclusion of 
the lemma. This contradicts the induction hypothesis. Thus a must be a 
permutation of length n. Hence bia,(i, < aibaci, for each 1 < i < n, and thus 
nFZlbia,(i, < n;=,~,b~(~). But this is a contradiction since each product is 
equal to n;=luibi. I 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a locally factorial Krull domain. Then Cl(R) 
has the form U * @ %/mH for some n > 0 and m > 1. 
ProoJ If this is not true, then by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 we may 
assume that Cl(R) = G = H” @ L/n,Z @ . . . @ Z/n,Z with n > 1, r > 1, n, > 1, 
and n1 / n2 1 . . . ( n,.. Note that G cannot be generated by less than 
n + r > n + 1 elements. 
Write G = F/H, where F = Div(R) is free on {e,}, (here each e, 
corresponds to a height-one prime P,), and H = Prin(R). Let F and H have 
the usual product orders. If x E G, then n,x E Z”. Thus each n,.Ea E Z”. 
Hence, for distinct eal ,..., e,“+[, there are m, E Z, not all zero, such that 
LY220is;i E H. 
a O# f E H, of shortest length, i.e., choose an 
f=k,eb,+... + kleBI E H with each ki > 0 and such that t is as small as 
possible. Since R is locally factorial, G = (CD,,..., eo,) by Proposition 2.12. 
Thus t>n+ 1. 
For e4 ,,..., ebntl, there are m, E H, not all zero, such that 
g = Crz’=‘: mieqi E H. We may assume that not all of the rnts are positive or 
negative, since otherwise we would have g (or -g) in H, and n + 1 < t; but 
then g would have shorter length than f, a contradiction. By Lemma 4.4, 
there are positive integers A4 and N such that 0 # h = Mf + Ng E H, and h 
has shorter length than J This is the desired contradiction; hence G has the 
desired form. I 
We next show that each of the possible groups from Theorem 4.5 can 
actually be the divisor class group of a locally factorial Dedekind domain. 
THEOREM 4.6. LetG=H”@Z/mZ withn>Oundm>l.Thenthereis 
a locally factorial Dedekind domain R with Cl(R) = G. 
Proof: Case l:m=l andn>l. 
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Let F= @,“,Ee,. Define uk=ek+ek+l+...+ek+n, and let 
H = ({uk}~!i). Clearly H, is finitely dense in F. Thus by Claborn’s 
Theorem, there is a Dedekind domain R with maximal ideals {M,},“=, such 
that M, + e, induces an isomorphism Cl(R) =: G = F/H. Note that pi = ej 
whenever i-j (mod n + 1). Thus G = (e, ,..., t?,,, ,). Clearly any n elements 
of {P, ,..., e;t+ , } generate G and G = Z”. 
We show that for 0 # f E H, , supp(f) = {e, ,..., e,+ ,}. Thus by 
Proposition 2.12, R is locally factorial. For f = Diei E H, define for each 
l<i<n+ 1, j?i=Cjj?j, where this is summed over all j = i (mod II + 1). 
The system of linear equations 
i+j 
is satisfied by each uk, and hence by each f E H. For 0 # f E H, , clearly 
each pi # 0 by the above equations. Thus supp(f) = {e, ,..., e;t+ , }, and R is 
locally factorial. 
Case 2: m > 1. 
Since Claborn [6] has done the case when G is finite cyclic, we need only 
do the case when G is not cyclic. Let n > 2. Let F and the uk be defined as in 
Case 1 above. Also, let u = me, - me, and H = ((uk}pz,, u). As above, 
there is a Dedekind domain R with maximal ideals (M,}F=, such that 
M,+e, induces an isomorphism Cl(R) z G = F/H. In this case 
G = F/H = Zn-’ @ L/mL, and G is generated by any n elements of {e, ,..., 
e;l+ i}. We show that for 0 # f E H,, supp(f) contains at least n elements of 
{F, ,***, &, }. Thus R is locally factorial. (This shows that adding the extra 
relation u kills off at most one of the e,‘s in supp(f).) Note that any 
0 # f = Diei E H, satisfies each linear equation in (*), except for possibly 
j=1or2.Thuseach~i#Ofor3~i~n+1.Weshowthateither~,#Oor 
& f 0. If p, = & = 0, then the last n - 1 equations in (*) with p, = & = 0 
yield that /T, = ... = pH+, = 0. This contradiction forces either p, # 0 or 
b2 # 0; hence supp(f) contains at least n elements of {a, ,..., F,,+ ,}. Thus R is 
locally factorial. I 
Remark 4.7. Case 1 with n = 1 is the same construction used by 
Claborn [6]. 
5. LOCALLY FACTORIAL OVERRINGS 
A Krull domain R always has proper localizations which are factorial 
(namely, R, for any height-one prime ideal P). We next investigate when R 
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has locally factorial overrings which are not factorial. Surprisingly, this 
occurs quite often. These questions will depend on how Cl(R) = G may be 
presented as Div(R)/Prin(R). Our later work will all be based on our first 
result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = G nonzero and 
finitely generated. Then some localization of R is locally factorial, but not 
factorial. 
Proof: Let S = {all finite products of principal primes of R}. Then by 
Proposition 2.10, R, = R, has no principal primes and G, = Cl(R,) = Cl(R). 
If R, is locally factorial, then we are done. Otherwise, by Nagata’s Theorem, 
for some nonzero nonunit f E R,, we have the short exact sequence 
O+H,-+C1(R,)+C1(R,f)-+O with O#H,$Cl(R,). Let R2=(R,f)s, 
where S = {all finite products of principal primes in R v}. As above, R, has 
no principal primes and G, = Cl(R,) = Cl(R,,). We thus have a nonzero 
epimorphism $r: G, -+ G, with ker d1 = H, nonzero. We then continue this 
procedure. Eventually some R, must be locally factorial, but not factorial. 
For otherwise, for each n we can construct a nonzero epimorphism 
Q,,: G, + G,, 1 with ker 4, nonzero. Let H, = ker($, 0 . e. 0 #1 ). Then 
H,JH,$-.. is a strictly increasing sequence of subgroups of G, = G, 
which contradicts the fact that G is finitely generated. Note that each Ri+ 1 is 
a localization of Ri, and hence R, is a localization of R. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R be a Krull domain. Then R has an overring 
(resp., localization, subintersection) which is locally factorial, but not 
factorial, if and only tf some Krull overring (resp., localization, subinter- 
section) of R has nonzero finitely generated divisor class group. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let R be any ring of algebraic integers which is not 
factorial. Then some localization R, of R is locally factorial, but not 
factorial. In fact, each proper overring of R, is factorial since R, and hence 
R,, has torsion divisor class group. 
We next give another sufficient condition for a Krull domain R to have a 
localization R, which is locally factorial, but not factorial. In this case, each 
proper subintersection of R, will actually be factorial since Cl(R,) is a 
torsion group. Note that our next proposition generalizes Example 2.14. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = G a nonzero 
vector space over B/p& p a prime. Then some localization of R is locally 
factorial, but not factorial. 
Proof Let X be the set of height-one prime ideals of R and I’= ( [P] 1 
P E X}. Since V generates G, some subset W of V is a basis for G. Choose 
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[Q] E W. Let A be the subintersection R ,,, where Y = {P ] P E X and 
[P] @J W} U {Q}. Then Cl(A) = ([Q]) = h/pZ by Nagata’s Theorem. Let 
T = A,, where S = {all finite products of principal primes of A }. Then T is 
locally factorial, but not factorial, by Proposition 2.13. Since G is a torsion 
group, T is a localization of R. 1 
We next determine for which abelian groups G, if R is a Krull domain 
with Cl(R) = G, then no subintersection of R is locally factorial, but not 
factorial. First a lemma. (That parts (1) and (3) are equivalent is [ 10, 
Exercise 2, p. 991.) 
LEMMA 5.5. The following statements are equivalent for an abelian 
group G. 
(1) G is divisible. 
(2) G has no nonzero finitely generated homomorphic images. 
(3) G has no nonzero finite homomorphic images. 
Proof (1) => (2) A homomorphic image of a divisible group is 
divisible, and a finitely generated divisible group is zero. 
(2) * (3) Clear. 
(3) 3 (1) If G is not divisible, then G # pG for some prime p. Then 
G/pG is a nonzero vector space over Z/p& and hence has a finite 
homomorphic image. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let R be a Krull domain with divisible divisor class 
group. Then no subintersection of R is locally factorial, but not factorial. In 
particular, tf R is a Dedekind domain, then no overring of R is locally 
factorial (PZD), but not factorial (PZD). 
Proof: By Nagata’s Theorem, this follows directly from Corollary 5.2 
and Lemma 5.5. 1 
In general, a Krull overring of a Krull domain need not be a subinter- 
section. Our next example shows that a Krull domain R may have divisible 
divisor class group, but yet some overring of R may be locally factorial, but 
not factorial. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let D be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and 
Cl(D) = G. Then R = D[X, Y] is a Krull domain with Cl(R) = G. Then 
T = K[X, Y, Y’/X] is a Krull overring of R with Cl(T) = Z/2H (cf. [3, 
Example 41). Let A = Ts, where S = {finite products of principal primes of 
T). Then by Proposition 2.13, A is locally factorial, but not factorial. 
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Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = G. If G is finitely generated, then 
some localization of R is locally factorial, but not factorial; while if G is 
divisible, then R has no subintersections which are locally factorial, but not 
factorial. We next study what happens between these two extreme cases. Our 
main tool will be the following theorem of Grams. 
THEOREM 5.8. (Grams [ 12, Theorem 2.31). Let G be an abelian group, 
and let S be a subset of G that generates G. Then there is a Dedekind 
domain R with divisor class group G such that the set of divisor class groups 
of overrings of R is (G/H,}, where {HA} is the family of subgroups of G 
generated by the subsets of S. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let G be a nonzero abelian group which is not 
divisible. Then there is a Dedekind domain R with Cl(R) = G such that R 
has a locally factorial (PID) overring which is not factorial (PID). 
Proof Apply Theorem 5.8 with S = G. If G is not divisible, then by 
Lemma 5.5, G/H is nonzero and finitely generated for some subgroup H of 
G. Thus G/H is the divisor class group of some overring of R. By Corollary 
5.2, R has an overring which is locally factorial, but not factorial. 1 
It may happen that for an abelian group G, some Dedekind domains with 
divisor class group G have locally factorial overrings which are not factorial, 
while others have no such overrings. We will see that this depends upon the 
existence of certain special sets of generators for G. Theorem 5.8 motivates 
our next definition. 
We say that an abelian group G satisfies property (*) if there is an Xc G 
which generates G such that for no subset Y c X is the quotient group G/(Y) 
finitely generated and nonzero. Lemma 5.5 shows that any nonzero divisible 
group satisfies (*). Our next proposition gives the relationship between 
property (*) and locally factorial overrings of a Krull domain. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let G be an abelian group. 
(1) Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = G which has no locally 
factorial subintersections that are not factorial. Then G satisfies (*). 
(2) If G satisfies (*), then there is a Dedekind domain R with 
Cl(R) = G such that R has no locally factorial (PZD) overrings which are 
not factorial (PID). 
Proof (1) Let X= {[PI ] P is a height-one prime of R}. Then (X) = G. 
For Y c X, by Nagata’s Theorem G/(Y) is the divisor class group of the 
subintersection R,, where T= {P ] [P] E x\Y}. By Corollary 5.2, G/(Y) 
cannot be finitely generated and nonzero. 
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(2) Let Xc G be as in the definition of (*). Then apply Theorem 5.8 
with S =X. By Corollary 5.2, R has no locally factorial overrings which are 
not factorial. I 
Thus if G satisfies (*) and is not divisible, then some Dedekind domains 
with divisor class group G have locally factorial overrings which are not 
factorial, while others have no such overrings. If G does not satisfy (*), then 
any Krull domain with divisor class group G has a subintersection which is 
locally factorial and not factorial. We have been unable to completely 
characterize the abelian groups which satisfy (*). We finish this section with 
several examples and partial results about groups which satisfy (*). Our first 
example is a reduced abelian group which satisfies (*). 
EXAMPLE 5.11. Let G = (m/2” 1 m E Z, n > 1 }. Then G is a reduced 
abelian group. Let X= { 1, f, d ,... } and Y c X. Clearly (X) = G. If Y is 
finite, then G/(Y) is not finitely generated. But, if Y is infinite, then (Y) = G. 
Thus G satisfies (*). This example is a special case of part (2) of our next 
proposition. 
More examples of groups which satisfy (*) may be obtained from our next 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. (1) Zf each G, satisfies (*), then G = 0 G, also 
satisfies (*). 
(2) Zf G is a countably infinite proper ascending union of cyclic 
groups, then G satisj?es (*). 
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward and will be omitted. For (2), 
let G = uF==, (xn), where (xi) !+ (x2) $ -.a is a strictly increasing sequence 
of cyclic subgroups. Let X = {x, } ,“= I . The verification that G satisfies (*) 
then proceeds as in Example 5.11. m 
We next determine another rather large class of nonreduced abelian 
groups which satisfy (*). First a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.13. Let H and D be abelian groups with D divisible. Zf L is a 
subgroup of G = H @ D and G/L is finitely generated, then D is a subgroup 
OfL. 
Proof The quotient group (D + L)/L is finitely generated and divisible, 
hence it is zero. Thus D + L = L, so D c L. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Let H be any countable abelian group and 
G = H @ Q. Then G satisfies (*). 
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Proof: Let H = {h,},“=,, and let { P,,},“~ be the set of positive primes. 
For each integer k > 1, define x,,~ = (h,, l/(p, - l)pi) E G. Let X= {x,,~/; 
then (X)=G. Forx,,k-x,,k+l = (0, l/p:’ ‘), and hence Q c (X). Thus also 
{h,} = Hc (9, so G = (X). We next show that for L = (Y) with Y c X, if 
G/L is finitely generated, then actually G = L. Thus G satisfies (*). If G/L is 
finitely generated, then Q c L by Lemma 5.3. For each fixed n, infinitely 
many x,,~ E Y since Q c L. But thus H = {h,} c L, so L = G. 1 
Remark 5.15. (a) Proposition 5.14 may fail if H is not countable. Let 
G = H @ Q, where H is a vector space over Z/22 with dim,,,,H = c. Then 
G does not satisfy (*). Let Xc G with (X) = G. Choose a countable subset 
W of X such that Q c (W). Then G’ = G/(W) is a vector space over L/2iZ 
of dim c. Now for some subset V of x\W, the images of V in G’ form a 
basis for G’. Thus there is a subset Z of V such that G’/(images of Z) is 
finite and nonzero. Let Y = Z U W. Then G/(Y) is finite and nonzero; hence 
G does not satisfy (*). 
(b) Also, the above proposition does not hold if Q is replaced by 
Z(p”). For example, an easy argument shows that G = Z/22 @ Z/2L @ 
L(2m) does not satisfy (*). However, surprisingly, G = 2/22 @ Z(2”O) does 
satisfy (*) (let X= {(i, i/2n)j:=r). 
(c) We do not know of any abelian groups which satisfy (*) and the 
ACC on cyclic subgroups. 
Our final result generalizes Proposition 5.14 to larger cardinality. For an 
abelian group G, t(G) is the torsion subgroup of G. 
PROPOSITION 5.16. Let D be a divisible group and H any abelian group 
with 1 HI < lD/t(D)l. Then G = H 0 D satisfies (*). 
Prooj Since D = D/t(D) @ t(D), we may assume that D is torsionfree 
by Proposition 5.12(l). Again by Proposition 5.12(l), we may assume that 
I HI = ID 1 since D is a direct sum of Q’s. If H is countable, then Proposition 
5.14 applies. So we may assume that H is uncountable, and hence 
dim,D = IDI. Let H = {hrr}neA and D = 0 0, with basis {ea}aEA. For each 
a E A and q E Q, define x,,~ = (h,, qe,) E G. Let X = (x,,~ / a E A, q E a). 
It is clear that X generates G since x,,~+~ - x,,~ = (0, re,). Suppose that 
Y c X and G/(Y) is finitely generated. Then D c (Y) by Lemma 5.13. Thus 
for each a E A, some x,,~ E Y. Hence also each h, E (Y), so (Y) = G. Thus 
G satisfies (*). I 
6. THE QUASILOCAL CASE 
We have seen that if R is locally factorial and not quasilocal, then R is 
actually a Krull domain. This need not be true for quasilocal integral 
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domains. For example, any one-dimensional quasilocal integral domain is 
locally factorial. We next give several equivalent conditions for a quasilocal 
locally factorial integral domain to be a Krull domain. Recall then that an 
ideal Z of R is a t-ideal if x1 ,..., x, E Z implies (xi ,..., x,), c I. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R be a quasilocal integral domain with maximal 
ideal M. 
(1) If dim R = 1, then R is locally factorial. 
(2) Zf dim R > 2 and R is locally factorial, then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) R is a Krull domain. 
(b) M contains an R-sequence of length 2. 
(c) M is not a t-ideal. 
Proof: (1) Obvious. 
(2) (a) 3 (b) It is well known that this holds for any Krull domain R 
with dim R > 2. 
(b) => (c) Let x, y E M be an R-sequence. Then (x, y)-’ = R [ 14, 
Exercise 1, p. 1021, so (x, y), = R. Thus M is not a t-ideal. 
(c) =S (a) If M is not a t-ideal, then there are f, ,..., f, E M such that 
(f, ,..., f,), = R. By Lemma 2.1 R = R,I f7 ... n R,, and hence R is a Krull 
domain since it is the intersection of a finite number of factorial domains. I 
Remark 6.2. (a) Note that in part (2) above, (a) ti (b) + (c) hold for 
any integral domain R. 
(b) In part (2) above, we may not include “M is not a divisorial 
ideal.” Let R be a two-dimensional valuation domain with maximal ideal M 
and height-one prime P. If A4 = M* and R, is a DVR, then R is locally 
factorial, and M is not divisorial, but R is not a Krull domain. 
We next give some more examples of quasilocal locally factorial integral 
domains which are not Krull domains. Our examples may have arbitrary 
dimension, and may be either noetherian or integrally closed (but not both). 
It appears to be an open question as to whether a quasilocal locally factorial 
Krull domain is necessarily factorial [9, p. 811. For an integral domain R, 
U(R) will denote its group of units. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let R be a proper subring of an integral domain S 
and assume that neither is a field. Suppose that R\U(R) = S\U(S). Then: 
(1) R and S are both quasilocal with common maximal ideal M and 
quotient j?eld K. 
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(2) R is locally factorial if and only if S is locally factorial. 
ProoJ: (1) If R is not quasilocal, then x + y = 1 for nonzero nonunits x 
and y of R. If s E S, then sx, sy E S\U(S) = R\U(R); hence s = sx + sy E R. 
But thus R = S, a contradiction. Let M be the unique maximal ideal of R. 
Since SM = M, M is also the unique maximal ideal of S. Thus R and S also 
have the same quotient field. 
(2) Let 0 # fE M and x E S. Then fx E M, so x =fxlfE R,. Hence 
R,= S, for each nonzerofE M. Thus R is locally factorial if and only if S is 
locally factorial. 1 
We next use Proposition 6.3 to show that quasilocal locally factorial 
integral domains which are not Krull domains (and hence not factorial) are 
very common. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let S be a quasilocal factorial integral domain with 
maximal ideal M and residue field K = S/M. Let k be a proper subfield of K 
and 71: S -+ K the natural projection. Then R = x-’ (k) is locally factorial by 
Proposition 6.3. Note that R is not a Krull domain because R is not even 
completely integrally closed. Specifically, we could let S = K[ [ {X,jaET]]. 
For suitable K, k, and T, R may have arbitrary dimension and may be either 
noetherian or integrally closed, but not both. (Recall that R is noetherian if 
and only if S is noetherian and [K : k] < co (cf. [4, Corollary 3.29]), and 
that R is integrally closed if and only if k is algebraically closed in K.) 
Remark 6.5. (a) In (2) of Proposition 6.3, R is never a Krull domain 
because R is not completely integrally closed [4, Proposition 3.151. 
(b) In Example 6.4, if K is not Z/pZ, then S always has a subring R 
which is locally factorial, but not factorial. (If K = Q then it is easy to 
verify that ~-‘(2~,,) is locally factorial.) Note, however, that S = Z(,, has no 
locally factorial subrings which are not factorial. 
Our next example gives another large class of quasilocal locally factorial 
integral domains which are not Krull domains. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let S be a quasilocal integral domain of the form 
S = K + M, where K is a subfield of S and M is the maximal ideal of S. Let 
R = K + M”, for some n > 2. A proof similar to that of Proposition 6.3 
shows that if S is locally factorial, then so is R. For example, if 
S = K[ [X, Y]], then for n = 2, R = K + (X2, XY, Y’) is locally factorial, but 
not factorial. 
Our final two results give several more examples of locally factorial 
integral domains. Proposition 6.7 shows when the D + M construction yields 
locally factorial integral domains. Proposition 6.8 is the analogue of 
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Theorem 3.1 and characterizes those quasilocal integral domains all of 
whose proper overrings are factorial. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. (1) A valuation domain R is locally factorial if and 
only tf either dim R = 1 or dim R = 2 and R, is a D VR for P the height-one 
prime of R. 
(2) A Prtifer domain R is locally factorial if and only if either R is as 
in (I), or R is a locally factorial Dedekind domain. 
(3) Let V = K + M be a valuation domain, where K is a field and 
0 # M is the maximal ideal of V. For a subring D of K, the integral domain 
R = D + M is locally factorial tf and only tf either: 
(a) dim R = 1. (D is apeld and dim V= 1.) 
(b) D is a one-dimensional quasilocal integral domain with quotient 
field K, and V is a DVR. (Thus dim R = 2.) 
(c) dim V = 2, V, is a D VR for height P = 1, and D is a subfield of 
K. (Thus dim R = 2.) 
Proof: Part (1) follows easily from the fact that a factorial valuation 
domain is a DVR. Part (2) follows from (1) and the fact that a Priifer Krull 
domain is a Dedekind domain. Part (3) follows from (1) and the two facts 
that a valuation domain V is completely integrally closed if and only if 
dim V < 1 and that no proper subring of V which contains M is completely 
integrally closed. Specific details are left to the reader. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.8. The following four statements are equivalent for a 
quasilocal integral domain R. 
(I) Each proper overring of R is a Krull domain. 
(2) Each proper overring of R is factorial. 
(3) Each proper overring of R is a PID. 
(4) The integral domain R is either: 
(a) A valuation domain of dimension at most one, 
(b) A two dimensional valuation domain such that R, is a DVR for 
P the height-one prime, 
(c) A one-dimensional noetherian integral domain with unique 
minimal overring R’ which is a PID. 
Proof This is part (b) of 12, Theorem 2.12). (Also, cf. [ 161.) 1 
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